Treatment centers are small businesses, with payrolls to meet and rent to pay, like all small businesses. And even if they are protected in terms of not being required to shut down, they are losing patients as a result of COVID‐19. Patients left against medical advice, Mark Dunn, director of public policy with the National Association of Addiction Treatment Providers (NAATP), told *ADAW* last week. New admissions have dwindled to nothing.

"People are putting off going into treatment until this is over," said Dunn. "So the numbers of people in treatment have declined."

But at press time, as the \$2 trillion stimulus package was awaiting passage in Congress and signing by President Trump, whether any of the \$500 billion going to businesses like airlines and hotels was going to private addiction treatment was not clear. (About \$400 million is going to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, but not specifically for addiction treatment; see p. 8.)

And treatment centers are open for business. They just aren\'t seeing patients. There are changed protocols for new admissions, with screening (for fever and other symptoms of COVID‐19 or signs of exposure), and social distancing in terms of group meetings.

Dunn talked to Sen. Marco Rubio (R‐Florida) about getting some help for treatment programs. "His response to me was that they\'re doing assistance for business in general, so treatment centers both private and nonprofit would qualify for loans" that may or may not have to be repaid, said Dunn. We called Senator Rubio\'s press office but did not hear back by press time. "**"We are very concerned that some of our smaller members are not going to be able to survive this.... A lot of what happens depends on the kind of assistance that is provided..."**Mark Dunn"

The problem for treatment centers: They want to keep counselors and other staff members on board, even though the census doesn\'t create enough income to cover this. "Most of the centers I have talked to want to keep counselors, admissions people, utilization review people --- everyone --- on" through this crisis, said Dunn.

"This is a serious situation," said Dunn, who is not normally given to dramatic words. "We are very concerned that some of our smaller members are not going to be able to survive this."

And that is also bad news for patients. "The substance use problem isn\'t going to go away. Treatment is being delayed, but the need is still there," he said. If treatment centers are forced to close, however, "folks won\'t have anyplace to go," he said. "A lot of what happens depends on the kind of assistance that is provided through" the stimulus package.

Meanwhile, centers are still advertising that they are open and operating even within the parameters of the pandemic.

For example, at Jaywalker Lodge in Colorado, there is a 14‐day "shelter in place" plan for incoming patients. All staff are healthy, and safety protocols for staff and patients are conducted with daily monitoring. Furthermore, there is "Great Outdoors," where patients are fishing, hiking, biking and golfing with staff. There are also two gym facilities on‐site for patients. Alumni programming is being done on Zoom.
